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The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary,
entrepreneur
When he founded the Erwin Hymer Group,
Erwin Hymer not only established a
highly successful group of companies but
also revolutionised camping in general.

Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure
of the European caravan and motorhome sector

Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur
and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these
were typical of Erwin Hymer. From humble beginnings, our
company’s founder, who passed away in April 2013, created
a group of companies which now ranks among the leading
motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is
active worldwide.

For over 60 years, the EHG has produced a range of different
series, models and layouts. Many of its motorhomes and caravans have set standards and ushered in new trends − especially
in terms of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality
and safety. For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes into the development of new and improved
vehicles was always a matter of principle.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling, and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the
southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year
later, he developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in
collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began
a new era! The next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch
of the first HYMER motorhome – a key milestone in our long
corporate history!

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work
provides us with a model for future corporate decisions.
As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been inseparably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and professionalism that goes into the development and construction
of our vehicles is appreciated by our customers. We at HYMER
are not only proud of over 60 years of company history, but
also of our employees, who devote their energy and ideas on
a daily basis to making “travel in the original” possible.
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Flexible camper vans
for more originality

HYMER opened up a new dimension in motorhoming with the
development of the “Caravano” in 1961, and made a name for
itself in Germany as a manufacturer of camper vans and panel
van conversions. This innovative panel camper van underpinned
the company’s success story in the compact leisure vehicle
sector as well. HYMER compact camper vans have become extremely popular due to their manoeuvrability, compact outer
dimensions, flexible and well-designed seating arrangements
and versatility. That way they can be used not just for extended

The history of HYMERCAR camper vans.

1923

Alfons Hymer begins production
of agricultural vehicles.

1985

The new Fiat Ducato-based
HYMERCAR 2 is notable for its
practical layout with separable
washroom and toilet.

2014

The Sydney Drive and Serengeti
models boast flexible interior designs and individually organised
stowage space.

1957

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

1989

The Fiat Ducato-based HYMER
CAR 3 is also launched on the
market at the same time, featuring
a stylish high roof, distinctive longitudinal seats and an extra bed.

2015

The ultra-compact HYMERCAR
Ayers Rock comes with a comprehensive equipment package and
accommodates up to 4 people.

The HYMERCAR Van and Family
are launched on the market
simultaneously, introducing the
distinctively corrugated high
roof and new floor plan.

2016

HYMER wins the “European
Innovation Award” with its innovative concept study based on
the Mercedes-Benz V-Class.
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1961

The first hand-built HYMER
motorhome, the Caravano,
makes its debut.

1992

HYMER gives its HYMERCAR fleet
a makeover, introducing a new
duo: the Magic (left) boasts a
bathroom, while the Fantasy is
notable for its storage space.

2016

The first HYMERCAR based on
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter:
the Grand Canyon S with car-like
vehicle handling.

1975

The two camper vans 500 and
501 on a Mercedes L 206 D/L 207
base – with caravan-style poptop roof – usher in a new product
category.

1993

Small is beautiful: the less than
4-metre-long HYMER Van based
on the tiny Fiat Talento is the
ideal camper for couples.

2018

An exceptional companion: the
HYMERCAR Free features an impressive modern design, spacious
interior and premium quality
furniture finishes.

1980

The Bedford Blitz-based Hymer
T-Class with pop-top roof offers
an extra berth thanks to folding
bucket seats in the back.

1994

The HYMERCAR Fantasy goes out
of production; only the Magic
remains – and is promptly voted
“Motorhome of the Year”.

holidays or spontaneous weekend trips, but also as a transport vehicle or second car for everyday use. These versatile
leisure vehicles and camper vans are available with or without
bathroom and are now sold under the brand name HYMERCAR. Based on a Fiat or Mercedes-Benz chassis, they come
with all modern comforts and can be equipped with a folding
or pop-top roof, and either a manual or automatic gearbox.
You can choose the companion you want, whether for travelling or everyday use.

1982

From now on, the camper vans
are known as HYMERCARS. The
angular HYMERCAR 1 based on
the Ford Transit has a strong visual
resemblance to American vans.

2008

It’s the details that count in the
relaunched HYMERCAR range,
with angled furniture and a
folding table providing more
freedom of movement.

1983

The semi-integrated Eribacar is
a cross between the Renault Trafic
transporter and the caravan body
of the Touring range.

2011

The new improved model range
sets new standards in terms
of comfort and spaciousness,
featuring a separate washroom
with shower and toilet.

2018

The new HYMERCAR Grand
Canyon S on the new MercedesBenz Sprinter chassis.

Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum
and discover the world of
motorhoming and the greatest
routes of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de
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HYMERCAR Fiat highlights
Jam-packed with safety features.
The excellent driving comfort of a Fiat Ducato-based HYMERCAR is complemented by an extremely comprehensive safety
package, featuring driver and passenger airbags, ABS, TCS
and ESP including Traction+. Added safety and convenience
are provided by electrically adjustable and heated wing mirrors,
a daytime running light, hill start assist and hill descent control.

With its low average consumption, the 96 kW / 130 hp Fiat
Multijet II engine is the epitome of sustained, fuel-efficient
driving pleasure. The nippy and robust 4-cylinder turbo-diesel
engine complies with the Euro 6 and EEV exhaust emissions
standards.

Lane departure warning system

Traffic Sign Recognition

The lane departure warning system (LDWS) emits an acoustic signal
alerting the driver if the vehicle strays outside the lane.

The Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) system alerts the driver to road
signs via an on-board display.

Driver’s cab seats

Multifunctional steering wheel

The captain chair-style cab seats with integrated headrests offer maximum comfort and can be rotated by 180°.

The radio and other connected devices can be conveniently operated
via the adjustable multifunctional steering wheel.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

Traction+ with Hill Descent Control

This sophisticated system constantly monitors your driving. It applies
the brakes or reduces your speed when necessary.

Ensures that you don’t encounter any problems when driving, even on
difficult surfaces. On downhill slopes, the system helps you to maintain
the desired speed.

Comfort-Matic transmission

Rain sensor

The right gear is automatically engaged in every situation, which
makes the driving experience more relaxing and also reduces fuel
consumption.

Automatically activates the windscreen wipers as rainfall increases.

Tyre pressure sensor

Roll-over mitigation

Constantly monitors the tyre pressure and displays a warning on the
on-board display if the pressure falls below the minimum value.

Additional assistance for the ESC in situations where the risk of rollover is greater.

LED daytime running light
The headlights incorporating LED daytime running lights
generate 40% more luminescence for improved passive
safety by day.

Some of the equipment shown is optional

The HYMER way | HYMERCAR highlights
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HYMERCAR Mercedes-Benz highlights
Built-in dynamics.
The new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter-based HYMERCAR comes
with an extensive safety package. The electronic stability control
package includes an anti-lock braking system (ABS), traction
control system (TCS), electronic brake force distribution (EBD)
and hydraulic brake assist system (BAS). Also included are the
latest generation adaptive electronic stability program (ESP),

load adaptive control (LAC), roll-over mitigation and roll
movement intervention (ROM/RMI), enhanced understeering
control (EUC) and trailer stability assist (TSA). Even greater
driving safety in wet and rainy conditions is ensured by the
automatic Brake Disc Wiping and Electronic Brake Prefill systems,
as well as the new automatic headlights as standard.

7G-Tronic automatic transmission

Crosswind Assist

The fuel-optimised 7-speed automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS
guarantees a smooth drive and is available as an option.

The standard crosswind assist helps keep the vehicle in lane in strong
winds thanks to automatic braking interventions.

Lane departure warning system

Blind Spot Assist

The lane departure warning system sends acoustic and visual signals
to the driver if they unintentionally leave their lane. When the lane departure warning system is active, the system also intervenes to make
corrections by applying the brakes in a targeted way. This helps reduce
the risk of accidents caused by falling asleep at the wheel.

The optional Blind Spot Assist alerts the driver to vehicles in their
blind spot via visual and acoustic signals. Rear Cross Traffic also detects
any vehicles passing behind the camper van when reversing.

DISTRONIC Distance Assist

Attention Assist

The system automatically maintains the distance you choose from
the vehicle ahead – and automatically applies the brakes and brings
the vehicle to a stop when necessary.

The system analyses each individual driver’s behaviour, detects any
lapses of concentration when the driver is drowsy or seriously distracted,
and issues them with a warning.

Parking Assist with 360 degree camera

Traffic Sign Assist

Makes easier work of manoeuvring into and out of a parking space:
visual and acoustic signals warn the driver of any obstructions in addition to the image on the Mercedes display measuring up to 10.25".

Traffic Sign Assist uses a multifunctional camera to recognise traffic
signs and helps you by displaying the speed limits and no-overtaking
signs it has detected in the instrument cluster. The system issues a
warning if it detects that you have entered a section of road against
the prescribed direction of travel. The camera also recognises traffic
signs with restrictions that are indicated by an additional sign (e.g.
when wet).

Adaptive windscreen cleaning system

Mercedes MBUX multimedia system

The washer fluid is applied directly to the windscreen via the wiper
blades for optimum distribution of the washer fluid without impairing
your view.

The impressive MBUX multimedia system with a touchscreen measuring
up to 10.25" (26 cm) boasts intuitive touch controls, a high-definition
touchscreen and a wide range of communication and infotainment
features. It is also the basis for many of the assistance systems.

Four-wheel drive
An optional, driver-activated four-wheel drive system with
greater traction, improved driving stability and the latest
generation of ADAPTIVE ESP® means you can master major
challenges in all weather and road conditions.

Some of the equipment shown is optional
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Not just a pretty face
The HYMERCAR models.

HYMERCAR Free with bathroom

HYMERCAR without bathroom

HYMERCAR with bathroom

HYMERCAR with bathroom

On a Fiat chassis

On a Fiat chassis

On a Fiat chassis

On a Mercedes-Benz chassis

Ayers Rock | Page 28

Grand Canyon S | Page 38

Free 540 | Page 14

Sydney | Page 22

Free 600 | Page 14

Grand Canyon | Page 28

Free 602 | Page 14

Yosemite | Page 28

Yellowstone | Page 28

HYMERCAR Free
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HYMERCAR Free
Do you like the extraordinary? Do you like to live spontaneously in your free time?
The HYMERCAR Free has been developed to meet precisely your needs!
Its modern design, the spacious interior and the high-quality furniture finishes make the
HYMERCAR Free the perfect travel companion at any altitude. It will amaze you with its many
features and additional packages and extras. Upon request, it’s also available with a pop-top
roof, for example, providing you with 4 berths in an instant.

NE W

• HYMERCAR Free 540 Page 20
• HYMERCAR Free 600 Page 20
• HYMERCAR Free 602 Page 21

Optional poptop roof

Insulated aluminium
framed windows

4 kW hot-air heating
system with
hot water boiler

Ambient lighting in the
living and kitchen area

Pleated insect screen
for sliding door as
standard

Separate wardrobe

HYMERCAR Free

The world is your oyster.

HYMERCAR Free
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Living area & kitchen

Even with a compact vehicle length of under 6 metres, the living area of the
HYMERCAR Free features an open plan that affords a generous feeling of space.

The kitchen unit in the
HYMERCAR Free is fitted with
a cooker / sink combination
with a 2-burner gas hob. The
cooker and sink can be covered with a glass lid to create
a generous work surface.

The hook-on table in the
HYMERCAR Free can be
extended quickly and easily
thanks to its swivel-mounted
tabletop extension.

Extra-deep drawers and the
kitchen overhead locker can
accommodate plenty of crockery
and cooking provisions. The
drawers are fitted with highquality pull-out units including
self-closing mechanism. Thanks to
the worktop extension, the work
surface on the kitchen unit can be
extended in next to no time.

The large sliding door on the side of the HYMERCAR Free
offers splendid views. The standard pleated insect screen
also provides protection from mosquitoes and other un
welcome guests.

HYMERCAR Free

Living area
and kitchen

HYMERCAR Free

19

Sleeping & bathroom

HYMERCAR Free

18

Sleeping
and
bathroom

The rear beds in the HYMERCAR Free are
equipped with a comfortable cold foam
mattress including a comfort slatted frame,
guaranteeing you a restful night’s sleep.

The cupboards underneath the bed are fitted
with shelves, enabling your luggage to be
neatly and tidily stowed away inside the vehicle.

The floor-to-ceiling wardrobe in the HYMERCAR
Free 600 has room for all of your holiday clothes.
Items of clothing can be neatly and tidily hung up
on hangers in the top section, while the bottom
section is fitted with shelves.

Bathroom accessories can be
neatly stowed away in the mirror
cabinet above the washbasin.
There is also an open shelf for
taller items, such as cans of
hairspray.

Quality to indulge
all your senses.

The compact bathroom is closed off by a
space-saving tambour door. When
showering, the shower curtain protects
the mirror cabinet, washbasin and
toilet from water spray. An all-round
drainage channel ensures that the water
in the shower tray drains away reliably.

The slatted frame in the rear
of the HYMERCAR Free can be
raised up vertically, leaving
a wide gangway suitable for
through-loading of even bulky
objects, such as bicycles. Your
cargo can be kept perfectly
secure thanks to the lashing
eyelets that are recessed in the
upper floor and rear bed.
You can convert the seating area into a comfortable bed
measuring 182 x 101 / 62 cm in a few simple steps.

20

540 & 600

HYMERCAR Free 540

FREE 540

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]

[

541

]

21

Free 602

Highlights:

HYMERCAR Free 602

✺

FREE 602

•	Rear transverse bed 196 x 132 / 122 cm

Highlights:

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]
599

[

and 182 x 80 cm

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

•

541

 athroom with fixed washbasin and
B
outdoor shower function thanks to
pull-out bathroom fittings and bathroom window

208

208

•

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

208

208

•	Table with swing-out table extension

]•	
✺Rear single bed 192 x 120 / 54

•	Table with swing-out table extension
•

599

Half-height wardrobe

 athroom with fixed washbasin and
B
outdoor shower function thanks to
pull-out bathroom fittings and bathroom window

•	Half-height wardrobe

•	65-l compressor refrigerator

•	65-l compressor refrigerator

Free 540

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

541 x 208 x 260 cm

2,740 kg

560 – 1,110 * kg

HYMERCAR Free 600

FREE 600

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]

[

599

Seats

Berths / O*

*

]

Highlights:

✺

•	Rear transverse bed 196 x 152 / 140 cm
•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

208

208
599

•	Table with swing-out table extension
•

 athroom with fixed washbasin and
B
outdoor shower function thanks to
pull-out bathroom fittings and bathroom window

•	Floor-to-ceiling wardrobe and
an additional half-height wardrobe
underneath the refrigerator
•	90-l compressor refrigerator

Free 600

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

599 x 208 x 260 cm

2,795 kg

505 – 1,055 * kg

**Data not yet confirmed on going to press

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Free 602

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

599 x 208 x 260 cm

2,825 kg

475 – 1,025 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

HYMERCAR Free

HYMERCAR Free

HYMERCAR Sydney
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HYMERCAR
Sydney
Like a second car.

HYMERCAR Sydney

The HYMERCAR Sydney is characterised by a flexible seating concept comprising 3, 4 or 5 seats. It
also has extra storage capacity thanks to removable furniture and a portable toilet gives you even
greater independence on your travels. With its car-like dimensions and intelligent storage space
concept, the HYMERCAR Sydney therefore makes an ideal multifunctional vehicle for the whole
family. Contributing to the high level of comfort in the HYMERCAR van are the comfort sleeping
system of all the beds and the sound-absorbing, fabric-lined wall and ceiling coverings.

• HYMERCAR Sydney Page 26

Diesel heater

Comfort sleeping
system with disc springs

65-l compressor
refrigerator

Lashing rails for
optimum, flexible
fixation

Up to 5 seats

Pop-top roof with
hinged and folding
double bed as standard

HYMERCAR Sydney
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Living area, kitchen, storage & sleeping

Living area, kitchen,
storage & sleeping

HYMERCAR Sydney

The bathroomless HYMERCAR Sydney is a true all-rounder, ideal for camping holidays, weekend getaways
or simply getting around town. The versatile seating concept makes it a multifunctional vehicle for the
whole family, and an ideal second car.

As an adaptable 5-seater version with driver and passenger seat,
double bench seat and removable fifth seat, the HYMERCAR Sydney
offers first-class seating comfort whether on the move or at rest.

Sleep longer: HYMERCAR guarantees a comfortable sleep
for travellers over 2 metres tall.
By simply fitting a support bracket
over the folded-down table,
you can create a twin bed with
a length of 2.4 metres.
The modern kitchen
range offers plenty
of space for cooking and
washing up. The extradeep drawers with
high-quality self-closing
mechanisms allow
convenient storage and
easy access to cooking
equipment such as pans
and crockery.

Generous interior for cosy get-togethers:
the Sydney with 2.65 metre headroom and
adjustable table.

HYMERCAR Sydney
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Fahrsicherheitstraining
vonHYMER:
HYMER:
Driving safety training with

Safety
firstNummer
with
Mit
der
1
the number one!
auf Nummer Sicher.
HYMER is the first and only manufacturer to offer a dedicated safety training course
for motorhomes and caravans. And not just for HYMER, ERIBA or HYMERCAR
drivers! As the company that invented the motorhome, the safety of all motorhome
enthusiasts is our top priority. More information on dates and prices is available at:
https://www.hymer.com/en/driving-safety-training/

HYMERCAR Sydney

More flexibility with the optional
removable cabinet and optional
46-litre compressor cool box.

Al s o
available
for
er s
caravann

The standard version of the HYMERCAR Sydney
is a 3-seater with bucket seat including
armrests.

HYMERCAR Sydney

Sydney

Highlights:

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]

•	Large pop-top roof as standard
with a 202 x 150 cm bed

496

•	Folding table, adjustable size
205

205

•	Rear transverse bed 194 x 129 cm
•	All berths have a comfort sleeping
system with disc-spring bed frames
and cold foam mattresses
•	Diesel heater 4 kW

494

•

95 Ah living area battery

•	65-l compressor refrigerator

Sydney

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

496 x 205 x 235 cm

2,665 kg

835 – 1,185 * kg

Seats / O*

Berths

*

SAFETY TRAINING
*O = optional extras

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone
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HYMERCAR

Ayers Rock, Grand Canyon,
Yosemite, Yellowstone
Creature comforts.
The HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand Canyon, Yosemite and Yellowstone models have a 4-seater
layout. They are equipped with a comfortable compact bathroom with folding washbasin and
fixed toilet. A further advantage is the unique pop-top solution which turns the models into
proper 4-berth models. The comfort sleeping system and the sound-absorbing, fabric-lined wall
and ceiling coverings contribute to the high level of comfort.

• Grand Canyon Page 35
• Yosemite Page 36
• Yellowstone Page 37

4 kW hot-air heating
system with hot
water boiler

Comfort sleeping
system with disc springs

Insulated aluminium
framed windows

Perfect fixing system for
child seats – ISOFIX
(optional)

Lashing rails for
optimum, flexible
fixation

Optional poptop roof

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

• Ayers Rock Page 34

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone
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Living area & kitchen

Living area
and kitchen

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

The seating area has plenty of legroom. The folding table can be adjusted to make the tabletop
larger or smaller. It can also be folded back completely against the wall as required.

The generously designed seating
area can also be fitted with ISOFIX attachment points.

Modern compressor refrigerators ensure effective cooling
however hot it is outside.

The extra-deep double drawers
are equipped with high-quality
self-closing mechanisms and a
large, two-piece cutlery tray.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, an integrated 2-burner gas hob and a compressor refrigerator.
Extra-deep drawers and generous overhead lockers
make pottering in the kitchen a whole lot easier.
The mid-height refrigerator (in the Grand Canyon and
Yellowstone models) helps maintain the generous feeling
of space and creates a further storage shelf.

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

Sleeping
and
bathroom

32
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Sleeping & bathroom

The pop-top roof with integrated bed including comfort
sleeping system lets you create a separate bedroom.
This area can be reached via a ladder and can be closed
off to separate the two areas visually.

Quality to indulge
all your senses.

The compact bathroom is equipped with a large, stylish folding washbasin in superiorquality solid surface material. The tambour door takes up no room even when open, thus
leaving the gangway clear. The standard window in the bathroom also makes the room
brighter.
The washroom is multifunctional, allowing you to turn the compact bathroom into a
wardrobe in next to no time.

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

The modern comfort sleeping system of the rear bed with
comfy cold foam mattresses, disc springs and attractive
fabric-lined wall coverings offers perfect peace and quiet
with a touch of luxury.

34

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock
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HYMERCAR Grand Canyon

The high-volume (90 l) compressor
refrigerator provides plenty of
space for chilling drinks, and can
be easily reached from the
seating area.

A kitchen counter extension can be fitted
to the cabinet or the refrigerator to provide
an extra work surface.

There is additional storage space
under the refrigerator for keeping
further supplies to hand.

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]

[

541

Highlights:

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon

Grand Canyon

✺

•	Rear transverse bed 196 x 138 / 123 cm

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg / 4.000 kg ]

Ayers Rock

*O = optional extras

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

541 x 208 x 260 cm

2,725 kg

575 – 1,125 * kg

]

✺

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

•	Folding table, adjustable size

•	Folding table, adjustable size

•	Bathroom with solid-surface folding
washbasin and mirror cabinet

Seats

•	90-l compressor refrigerator

599

Berths / O*

*

•	Bathroom with solid-surface folding
washbasin and mirror cabinet
•	Full-length wardrobe

•	65-l compressor refrigerator

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

[

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

•	Clothes rail over transverse bed

541

Highlights:

•	Rear transverse bed 196 x 152 / 140 cm

599

208

208

208

]

208

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock

Ayers Rock

Grand Canyon

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

599 x 208 x 260 cm

2,880 kg

420 – 1,120 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

The modern compressor refrigerator has
plenty of space to keep your chilled drinks,
however hot the weather, and is easily
reachable from the kitchen or seating area.

36

HYMERCAR Yosemite
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HYMERCAR Yellowstone

Home-from-home sleeping comfort: HYMERCAR has single beds up to 205 cm in
length. The HYMER comfort sleeping system with its high-quality sprung mattress
base maximises the benefits of the multi-zone cold foam mattress. Each part of the
body is supported with the ideal counter-pressure for snug and restful sleep.

An optional warm-air hose serves to heat the pop-top roof
area in the HYMERCAR.

3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg / 4.000 kg ]
599

Highlights:

[

]

HYMERCAR Yellowstone

✺

•	Single beds
197 x 119 and 182 x 77 cm

•	Folding table, adjustable size

3.500 kg [ 4.000 kg ]

[

Yosemite

*O = optional extras

Payload / O*

599 x 208 x 260 cm

2,915 kg

385 – 1,085 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

•	Folding table, adjustable size
•	Bathroom with solid-surface folding
washbasin and mirror cabinet

•	90-l compressor refrigerator

636

•	65-l compressor refrigerator

Mass in
running order

✺

•	Clothes rail over bed

•	Clothes rail over rear bed

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

]

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed

•	Bathroom with solid-surface folding
washbasin and mirror cabinet

599

Highlights:

•	Single beds 205 x 77 and 187 x 119 cm

636

208

208

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 135 cm bed
208

Yellowstone

208

HYMERCAR Yosemite

Yosemite

Yellowstone

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

636 x 208 x 260 cm

2,990 kg

510 – 1,010 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

Wardrobe or storage space: the roomy washroom
is multifunctional and adaptable to your needs.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
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HYMERCAR
Grand Canyon S
Warning: can be addictive!
With a HYMERCAR on the new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis, you’ll soon be hooked on those
impromptu getaways! The fabulous driving dynamics – underpinned by a comprehensive safety
package featuring superb driver assistance systems – will have you addicted. Enjoy getting away
from it all with the 7G-Tronic automatic transmission, four-wheel drive, crosswind assist, lane
departure warning system and blind spot assist. The DISTRONIC Distance Assist and many other
systems ensure even higher levels of safety. What’s more, the intelligent interior layout, optimised noise and heat insulation and efficient compressor refrigerator mean you have
everything on board that you need for that little big adventure!

NFaEW
ce lif t

4 kW hot-air heating
system with hot
water boiler

Comfort sleeping
system with disc springs

Insulated aluminium
framed windows

Sockets 3x 12  V and
4x 230  V

Lashing rails for
optimum, flexible
fixation

Optional, driveractivated four-wheel
drive system

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

• Grand Canyon S Page 44

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
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Living area & kitchen

Living area
and kitchen
Exclusive inventory for
a unique holiday experience.

The compact kitchen unit in the HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
has generous work surfaces and plenty of extra-deep drawers
with high-quality soft-close mechanisms and ample space
for pots and pans or crockery. All you need to prepare even
the most elaborate meals! A kitchen counter extension can
be hooked onto the rail fixed to the side of the kitchen cabinet
to provide an extra work surface.

The large compressor refrigerator
in the Grand Canyon S with
integrated freezer compartment
has a capacity of 90 litres.

The practical cooker / sink
combination with 2 burners is
space-saving yet functional.
When the glass lid is folded
down, it becomes a large worktop or shelf surface.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

Versatile: the large folding side
table in the Grand Canyon S
opens up to provide an ample
surface. What’s more, it can be
partially collapsed or folded away
completely as required, so you
don’t have to store it separately
while on the move.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
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Sleeping & bathroom

All HYMERCAR models are equipped as standard with the comfort sleeping system,
consisting of high-quality disc spring bed frames and cold foam mattresses. Thanks
to the extra body width, the HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S has a particularly generous
interior allowing for a large 195 x 135 cm bed.

The central part of the rear bed can be simply
folded up out of the way – without having to tidy
away the bedding.

The comforts of
a world-class hotel.

The shelf is equipped with practical elastic
straps to keep all your bathroom accessories
handy and secure.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

Sleeping
and
bathroom

The roomy compact bathroom in the Grand
Canyon S is lavishly and practically equipped –
with a bathroom window as standard, a folding
designer washbasin in solid surface material
plus a modern bench toilet complete with level
indicator and toilet roll holder.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
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Be the first to
hear all our news
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HYMER on the web and in social media.
Want to know more about us?
On our website you’ll find everything there is to know about HYMER:
company history, model overviews, detailed information and much
more. Want to be friends? We are now also active on social media
channels. Check us out at hymer.com and on our Facebook or Instagram channels!

An optional, driver-activated four-wheel
drive system with greater traction, improved
driving stability and the latest generation of
ADAPTIVE ESP® means you can master major
challenges in all weather and road conditions.

The modern comfort sleeping system with comfortable cold foam mattresses on the rear bed
offers perfect peace and quiet with a touch of luxury and under-bed storage.

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

Grand Canyon S

3.500 kg

593

✺

Highlights:
•	Rear transverse bed 195 x 135 cm
•	Folding table, adjustable size
•	Clothes rail over bed

203

214

•	Wardrobe under the transverse bed

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

•	Spacious bathroom with comfortable
bench toilet and mirror cabinet
•	Large 90-l compressor refrigerator

593

•	Large optional pop-top roof
with 200 x 122 cm bed

facebook.com/HymerEribaUK
instagram.com/hymer

Grand Canyon S

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

593 x 203 x 276 cm

2,795 kg

705 – 1,305 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

HYMER Service |
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Paint finishes

Paint finishes
Fiat Pastel

White

The interior
at a glance

Fiat Metallic

Line blue

Imperial blue

Lake blue

47

Upholstery and furniture finishes

Golden white

Aluminium grey

Fabric and leather design,
carpet and wood finishes.
Soft furnishings

Red

Yellow

Grigio-Campovolo

Mercedes-Benz Pastel

Arctic white

Jupiter red

Slate grey

Black

Part leather

Full leather

Profondo red
01

02

03

04

07

06

Mercedes-Benz Metallic

Pebble grey

Tenorite grey

Cavansite blue

08

Obsidian black
05

Carpets

Steel blue

Wood finishes

Iridium silver

09

10

11

12

Design graphics
Part
leather

Soft furnishings

HYMERCAR Free

–

–

–

Full leather

Carpets

Wood finishes

–

–

HYMERCAR Sydney

–

HYMERCAR Ayers Rock, Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone

–

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S

= Standard equipment

= Optional extra

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

Denver

Garbo

Dalana

Napoli

Grigio

Roma

Samara

Chiavenna

Grand Oak

– = Not available

HYMER Service

04

Delfi

“Crossover” design graphics

03

Santorin

“Carbonline” design graphics

02

Tokyo

“Aluline” design graphics

–
01

HYMER Service |
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HYMER Original Parts & Accessories
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HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories
Discover our wide range of innovative solutions that are available in the categories interior, exterior,
chassis system, travel and transportation. With HYMER Original Accessories, you can rest assured you’ve
made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories are not available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively
via your HYMER dealer. You can find the full range of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories online at
https://www.hymer-original-zubehoer.com/en

Don’t forget your bike

All aboard

Luggage rack

Exclusive bicycle rack system for the HYMER
rear garage. Takes just seconds to install.
Probably the smallest and lightest bicycle rack
in the motorhome sector, it offers the same
security as conventional models without needing a support rail.

The rear-mounted Atera bicycle rack attached to the tow bar lets you open both
rear doors even when loaded.

Surfboard, kayak or dinghy – anything you can’t
fit inside the vehicle can go on the roof rack.

Insect blocker

Keep the cold outside

All-round protection

The mosquito net provides effective protection
against insects in the vehicle while allowing
air to circulate freely. Easily attached with
magnets. Available for HYMERCARs on Fiat
Ducato or Mercedes-Benz Sprinter base.

The folding rear insulation with window
cut-outs keeps you warm in winter. Easily attached with magnets. Available for HYMERCARs on Fiat Ducato or Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter base.

The 4-part sleeping roof insulation is fastened
in place with Velcro. The front section can be
opened for air circulation and to let in light.

Made to measure

Personal touch

Pure dynamics

The cab carpet is made from polypropylene
tufted velour with nubuck look edging and
bears the Original HYMERCAR logo.

The dashboard decor is sporty and made to
measure. Available in a burl wood or silver
finish.

Cut a dash with the new HYMER styling kit for
the front spoiler that highlights the dynamic
appearance of the Fiat Ducato.

Like sleeping on air

Well covered

The original HYMER fitted sheet is a perfect fit and, like the mattress
topper, is available for all bed types.

You can tell an original HYMER seat cover thanks to its optimal fit.
The machine-washable covers include a pocket at the back and are
available in beige and graphite.

For young sleepyheads

Travel is always in fashion

The HYMERCAR child’s bunk measures 160 x 70 cm and can be
easily assembled in the cab. Available for both Fiat Ducato and
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter.

Enjoy being active and discovering new places? Wherever your journey
takes you – there is the perfect outfit from HYMER.

Always to hand

Multimedia package

With the retractable loading floor you can securely stow your luggage.
As required, the loading floor can be retracted by around 80 cm,
thus allowing the rear area to be accessed with ease without having to
remove any luggage. If necessary, the loading floor can be removed
with relative ease.

Perfectly matched retrofit package consisting of the Zenec 3756
(including exclusive benefit of FreeOnTour integration for easy route
synchronisation) and the new dual reversing camera integrated into
the third brake light. Includes a radio switch to operate the system
without starting the engine.

HYMER Service

A perfect match.
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HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles
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HYMER dealer and service network

HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles

At your side,
all over the world

Peace of mind for up to 5 years.

HYMER dealer and service network.

For all vehicles
in
For registered
all vehicles
Germany.
registered
in Germany.
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From Denmark to New Zealand – for anyone with an interest
in HYMER vehicles there is always an expert partner nearby
to help you fulfil your motorhoming dreams. Our numerous
international dealers are waiting to welcome you to the world
of HYMER vehicles and caravans – all around the globe.
In Europe, you will find a particularly dense network of dealers
and service providers.

Benefits for motorhomes and camper vans:
From € 549 (incl. insurance tax and roadside assistance)
Claim limit € 10,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

Benefits for caravans:
From € 249 (incl. insurance tax)
Claim limit € 5,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

The HYMER roadside assistance guarantee:

Travel safely:

We’ll keep you on the road no matter what. Our mobility warranty
is an integral part of the extended warranty for new vehicles for motor
homes and camper vans. Whatever happens, you can count on us to
keep you moving – throughout Europe and the Mediterranean. You benefit from our comprehensive benefits package and our 24-hour service.

You’ve found your dream leisure vehicle, and we want you to enjoy it!
We are one of the first in our industry to offer an extended warranty
for up to 3 years, so that you can continue to travel safely and with the
same peace of mind even after the initial warranty period has expired.
In the event of any claims, our partner Europ Assistance will guarantee
a top-level, unbureaucratic service and cover any costs as outlined in
the warranty conditions.

Roadside assistance benefits:
• Breakdown assistance
• Vehicle recovery
• Additional expenses/ taxi
• Replacement vehicle

• Getting home or continuing
your journey
• Hotel accommodation
• Returning your vehicle
• Cash advance
• Information service

Further details on our roadside assistance guarantee can be found
in your warranty documentation.

UP TO 3 YEARS
NEW VEHICLE
EXTENDED WARRANTY

This makes it easy to get a first impression of the various
models and arrange a test drive. Naturally, you can also hire
or purchase your dream vehicle and register for the included
mobility warranty. Are you looking for innovative solutions
in the area of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories? Once
again, your local HYMER dealer will be happy to assist you.
We look forward to your visit!

Warranty benefits:
Flexible and long-term warranty
Guaranteed protection against unexpected repair costs
Up to 3 years extended warranty on all major components of
your motorhome, camper van or caravan, including bodywork
Europe-wide coverage around the clock
Consistent quality standards at our certified partner garages
Increased value of your leisure vehicle
Professional and rapid claim management
Roadside assistance guarantee for motorhomes and camper vans

You can find your nearest dealer online:
https://www.hymer.com/en/service-and-accessories/dealer-search.html

HYMER Service
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Service and efficiency
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HYMER dealership training

Ensuring you reach
every destination

Your satisfaction
is our motivation

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories.

Regular training at HYMER.

We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome
for the entire life of the vehicle. For this reason, in 2012 we
introduced a concept that was a real industry first: a close-knit
supply network called HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In
other words, we established a unique type of customer service
that is available for all model ranges at any time and without
any complications – and is still going strong today.

The benefits for our customers are impressive to say the least.
For example, you can obtain spare parts for your vehicle within
24 hours, and our supply guarantee gives you 10 years of absolute
peace of mind when it comes to quickly sourcing parts to maintain
vehicle operability. Are you a new customer? Then simply relax
in the knowledge that you are fully covered from day one thanks
to our extended warranty for new vehicles.

Top-quality customer service has always been one of the cornerstones of our corporate philosophy. We also convey this to our
dealers who cater to the individual needs of our customers
worldwide. With this in mind, we have been providing regular
and comprehensive training for the workshops in our inter
national dealer network for more than 20 years. At the same
time, our customer service employees also receive regular
specialist training. As a HYMER customer, you should always be
able to depend on receiving unbeatable service.

The training courses take place on our company premises over
several days. Theoretical and practical knowledge is provided
in German, English, French and Italian for our international
dealers. Freelance experts also take part in our training courses
to ensure they can provide our customers with precise costings, thereby guaranteeing a smooth process in the event of
insurance claims for damage and repairs.

24 – 48

50 –100

300

Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

Average distance in km to the nearest
HYMER dealer

Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000

45,000

210,000

Area of HYMER warehouse in m²

Number of different spare parts available
in warehouse

Deliveries per year
HYMER Service

The figures speak for themselves:
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Icon legend

Our vehicles – an outstanding choice.

Icon legend

The results of the current readers’ poll by the trade magazine promobil are in:
HYMER motorhomes are not only outstanding, they are also in first place in all the most
important categories in 2018. Thank you for placing so much trust in us.

Everything at a glance.
Diesel heater

Comfort sleeping system

Heating with diesel means maximum independence. The
fuel comes directly from the vehicle’s tank, so there’s
no need for you to go out of your way to buy some, and
it’s available everywhere. The modern heaters are also
extremely quiet and completely odourless, as well as reliable
and highly efficient.

The HYMER comfort sleeping system with high-quality
disc-spring bed frames maximises the benefits of the multizone cold foam mattresses. Each area of the body is
supported with the ideal counter-pressure for snug and
restful sleep.

Ambient lighting

4 kW hot-air heating system

The ambient lighting is characterised by indirect LED light,
thus ensuring an understated and homely feel throughout
the living and kitchen areas.

The heating system enables the room and the water for
the kitchen and bathroom to be heated simultaneously or
separately.

Lashing rails
Integrated aluminium lashing rails with adjustable eyelets
allow flexible and secure mounting of various accessories
for transportation purposes.

We don’t simply produce fantastic
5th seat
motorhomes. Our customer service
is also
excellent.
As an adaptable 5-seater
version
with driver and passenger seat, double bench
seat
and
the
removable fifth seat,
Find out more from
the HYMERCAR Sydney offers first-class seating comfort
page 46 onwards.
and can be quickly adapted to your needs. Its flexibility
means that there are no problems using the vehicle as a
second car on a day-to-day basis.

Pop-top roof

Insulated aluminium framed windows

Two extra berths are available thanks to the optional
pop-top roof with integrated Maxi double bed featuring
the comfort sleeping system.

High-quality aluminium framed windows, which come as
part of the standard equipment, improve burglary protection and guarantee first-class winter resistance. Practical
pleated blinds and insect screens are included.

Sockets

Driver-activated four-wheel drive system

The 230 V and 12 V sockets provide plenty of power for
various appliances.

An optional, driver-activated four-wheel drive system with
greater traction, improved driving stability and the latest
generation of ADAPTIVE ESP® means you can master
major challenges in all weather and road conditions.

Insect screen

Wardrobe

The pleated insect screen for the sliding door on the
side of the HYMERCAR is a practical addition. It’s sturdy
and provides reliable protection from insects and other
unwelcome guests.

The floor-to-ceiling wardrobe has room for all of your
holiday clothes. Items of clothing can be neatly and tidily
hung up on hangers in the top section, while the bottom
section is fitted with shelves.

ISOFIX

Compressor refrigerator

ISOFIX is an internationally standardised system that is
the safest, easiest and quickest way to fit a child car seat
correctly, without using the vehicle’s seat belt.

The compressor refrigerator is already included as
standard in many model ranges. Each vehicle can
accommodate 65 l as standard, while the large model
has a capacity of up to 90 litres.

Simply the best:
HYMER in direct comparison with 19 other motorhome manufacturers:
1

1st place in the category “Resale value”

1

1st place in the category “Aftersales service”

1

1st place in the category “Craftsmanship”

1

1st place in the category “Reliability”

www.hymer.com

Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out.
We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract,
please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product
and series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not
supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5 %) are possible
and permissible.
This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer
will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the standard
scope of delivery.
Copyright © 2018 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymercar.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram:

